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Academic Search Takes “Bing for Education” Data from the “Bing for Education”
ad campaign is powering search deals, according to executives at Accel Partners.
Accel has been selling targeted search (i.e. ads) on education pages, sites, and
pages about schools and college for some time, but according to several search
industry leaders, the data is a critical component of any deal. Of course, not all
data on sites comes from Bing. Related Sponsored Content Most of the data
available to buyers and sellers comes from LookSmart, the original search engine
for school websites, according to Accel’s research director Joe Bier. Accel
recently purchased LookSmart in a $90 million deal. Bier said he doesn’t know
how much of the LookSmart data is now in Bing’s search index, and is looking for
answers. “I suspect that a lot of that data is still live in the LookSmart index, but I
don’t know how much of it is,” he said. “I know that a lot of the LookSmart data is
merged into the Bing index, but I don’t know if all of it is.” Accel said the ad deals
are based on a vast array of factors, from the long tail of keywords on schools, to
the age of the schools, to school rankings, to Google searches for schools. “We’re
able to combine an incredible amount of data at the speed of light to create an
infinite amount of pricing points,” Accel’s head of search Sebastian Scheinin said
in a recent interview. What’s next? Scheinin said he’s looking forward to using the
data to create more targeted search deals. “What we’re doing now is just
scratching the surface of what I think is possible and powerful,” he said. Bier, for
his
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